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Mt. Dhaulagiri Expedition, Dhaulagiri Himal "Mountain" lies in south of the Tibet/Nepal border and the culminating high point at its
eastern end is Dhaulagiri l. The seventh highest mountain in the world. Dhaulagiri towers in solitary splendor. This magnificent peak
rises as a giant shoulder of shining ice and snow. It gets its name from the Sanskrit word "Dhavala" which means 'white' and 'giri' which
means mountain. It was first climbed by K. Diemberger, P. Diener, M. Dorji, E. Forrer, A. Schelbert & N. Dorji in 1960.This mountain
was first sighted by the British surveyors in India in the early 1800s but reminded virtually unknown until a Swiss aerial survey in 1949.
This White Mountain was first climbed in 1960 by the Swiss following the Northeast ridge. Dhaulagiri l is buttressed by five ridges and
even up until the early 1980's only the Northeast ridge had been successfully climbed. Dhaulagiri is considered the most interesting
peak among the eight thousanders. Today there are more than six different routes established with variations, and the possibility of
more.

Required Documents :
1.Name of the mountaineering expedition team.(As you have given name for the expedition team)
2.Route of the mountaineering expedition (Marking with map)
3.Caravan route of the mountaineering expedition (How many camp will be settle to summit)
4.Appointment letter for agency from Spanish mountaineering association.
5.Letter from their own Mountaineering Association with certify that all of participants are member and climber.(Incase if you need
format of this also available)
Grade: Challenging
Generally this types of routes are demanding long distance treks where the walks takes up to 9 hours each day. Each trail crosses at
least one pass over 5500 meters frequently contains hardly ever explored regions. Challenging are the expedition types of activity.
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Destination: Nepal
Activity: Expedition
Region: Dhaulagiri Region

Itinerary:
DAY 1:Arrival in Kathmandu - hotel
DAY 2 : Sightseeing, preparation for expedition - hotel
DAY 3:Morning preparation; late afternoon fly to Pokhara- hotel
DAY 4 :Fly to Jomsom. Rest for acclimatization - tea house
DAY 5 :Trek to Kagbeni - tea house
DAY 6 :Day hike to Muktinath, back to Jomsom - tea house
DAY 7:Trek to Yak Kharka/Alu bari - camping
DAY 8 :Trek to Kalo pani - camping
DAY 9 : Trek to Hidden Valley - camping
DAY 10:Trek to Dhauligir Base camp - camping
DAY 11 - 13:Camp at Dhaulagiri Base camp
DAY 14 - 52 :Mt. Dhaulagiri climbing period
DAY 53:Trek back to Hidden Valley - camping
DAY 54:Trek to Yak Kharka - camping
DAY 55 :Trek to Jomsom - camping
DAY 56:Fly back to Kathmandu via Pokhara
DAY 57: Kathmandu - Rest
DAY 58 :Kathmandu. Evening celebration meal
DAY 59 / 60:Final departure to airport

Cost Include:
All surface Road transfers as per itinerary
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Hotel in Kathmandu
Fooding, lodging, insurance and other expenses of the trekking staff
Fooding (3 meals a day ) and lodging for the clients in trek days
Necessary permit and national park fees
Guided sightseeing tour in Kathmandu
All necessary camping gears

Cost exclude:
Single supplement charges (if required.)
Climbing permit fee and garbage deposit
Departure tax from Kathmandu
Domestic airfare
Personal equipments and clothing
International airfare and your insurance
Cold drinks and beverages
Personal expenses and tips to the crew
Lunch and dinner in Kathmandu
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